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ABSTRACT

Using a colour-dependent two. q-q. interaction, incorporating the

saturation property at the 3q level and of the same strength as provides the

baryonic M spectrum, «, 6q wave function, antisymmetric with regard to both

q *—t q and 3q. +-+ 3q cluster interchanges, is constructed as an explicit

solution of a 6-body Sehrb"dinger equation. Applications to elastic and deep-

inelastic e-d scattering reveal good agreement with the data without adjustable

parameters.
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In spite of its intrinsic attractiveness as a physical system in its

own right, the deuteron has more often been used as a tool for the extraction

of neutron (n) parameters via nuclear physics,which provides a handle on the

non-additive (n,p) contributions. Such a point of view tends to take for

granted that the deuteron (d) is basically a p + n system and that even if

p and n were to Be occasionally regarded as individual three-quark (q)

systems, a direct 6q. description of d has received little attention in

the literature. The nearest that has been suggested on the basis of high-
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energy e-d experiments is that at high Q the deuteron form factor may

exhibit a sealing behaviour characteristic of a 6q. system , though al-

ternative fits in terms of nuclear physics and allied ideas have not been

unavailing. Recently, West has found evidence against a literal application

of dimensional scaling based on six quarks, as afforded by the latest data,

but presumably such an analysis is not basically in disharmony with the picture

of d as a 6q system, provided of course one is willing to pay the necessary

dynamical price for such an elaborate theoretical assumption. The price means,

in short, the solution of a non-trivial six-body Schrodinger equation in terms

of an input q-q dynamics, which in principle should ensure the presence of all

possible correlations - including those between n and p as appropriate 3i

subcomposites - in the 6q. wave function. Such a framework, if available,

would automatically substitute for any additional assumptions like naive

quark counting or n-p additivity (with corrections). Indeed in such a

description, any question of separation between n and p contributions

would not be very meaningful, and in any case is not a propri required for an

analysis of high-energy deuteron data,especially its form factor and structure

function, which are directly available as such.
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Even with the simplest assumption on the input q-q. dynamics, viz.

the h.o. interaction, the problem of construction of an explicit 6q. wave

function in the combined space of orhital, SO(6) and colour degrees of freedom

is a non-trivial one, since the requirements of antisymmetry in i) any two quark

variables, and ii) any two collective nucleonic variables (each represented as

a qqq. cluster] , must be simultaneously satisfied. The q-q. dynamics should,

moreover, be such as not only to exhibit saturated 3q clusters but also to

prevent too many quarks from occupying the lowest (is) state. This requirement

can in principle be satisfied with, colour or triality dependent interactions ,

hut the structure of the interaction must be simple enough to make a six-body

problem tractable and yet transparent enough to exhibit the saturation

properties described above.

The purpose of this note is to report the explicit construction of

such a 6q wave function in terms of an input c,-q dynamics and to compare

the results of its application to the deuteron's e.m. form factor and structure

function directly with the corresponding data (without analysing them in terms

of proton and neutron contributions). The input q.-q interaction,which la

assumed to be of the h.o. form,has the same spring constant as gives the

universal (« 1 QeV^) slope for the VT spectrum of the nucleon (3q.) and its

excited states . However, the use of a suitable projection operator in the

combined orbital - SU(6) - colour space, prevents the occurrence of a

"collapsed" deuteron orbital state of [6] symmetry and predicts instead one

of [htS] symmetry as the lowest state attainable, without of course violating

the requirement of a (Is) configuration of [3] symmetry for a qqq system.

The e.m. interaction is introduced through VMD and the partial symmetry

hypothesis, ' which implies equal strengths of the chargeCm^) and

magnetic (-ia-f x k*) V-meson couplings for single quark transitions ,

so that no free parameters (including quark m.m.) is admissible on this entire
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account. This provides enough material for the calculation of the K.R.

form factor of the deuteron, and its relativization is achieved through a

semi-intuitive prescription based on Lorentz contraction of clusters recently

10)
proposed as an extension of a similar argument originally due to Licht and

Pagnamenta . The resulting expression conforms exactly to the requirement

of dimensional scaling in the extreme relativistic limit, but "sees" the

details of the wave function at non-asymptotic 0, values. Finally, for the

calculation of the deuteron structure function VW in deep inelastic

scattering we use a straightforward extension of a method employed by

Le Yaouanc et al. for a 3q system in the infinite momentum frame. The

results, which are thus essentially parameter-free,are in rather good agreement

with the data for both the form factor and the structure function 1 ^ > 1 5 )

in the respective kinematical regions where the physical assumptions of this

simple approach are unlikely to be violated.

Before presenting the results for comparison with the data we sketch

the essential details of our dynamical assumptions leading to the 6q wave

function. It is convenient to use the techniques of projection operators

described elsewhere , via., the orbital (P*), spin (P*), isospin (F*) and

SU(3) colour (P~)» each of which is expressible in terms of the corresponding

permutation operator (ij) as

±

16),

= t E l ± C i J > X , a , T ^ (1)

The SU(6) symmetric(or SU(4) if isospin space is used instead of SU(3))

projection operators for two fermion quarKs in the colour extended space

are of the following two types:

I1!"' = P T |P±(P+P+ + F~P~) + PT{P+P" + P~P+)1 . (2)
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Of these, the upper sign t? 1 aatisfies the requirements of a % nucleon,

•while the lower sign (_P+) would, e.g. give rise to a "coloured" 20 micleon.

Thus it vouia appear that P is also the appropriate operator for the 6q

problem. However, it is still much too complicated for an algebraically

tractable six-body solution, so we take a simplified operator as the sum of

P^~ , but keep out the coloured 3q. states through the additional ansatz

that all 3q clusters be colour singlets. This finally gives rise to the

projection operator

(3)

The h.o. form of the potential which multiplies this projection operator, viz.

I P ? T ̂
— m in r agrees with the FKE parametrization with the identifications
2 IJO l j
m ""*?• , u n = * r fi (<S7rGev ) and E =*• M and thus ensures the conservation

q fa u 3 3

of the usual baryonic spectrum. To proceed further, the q-q interaction (3)

which automatically picks out a totally antisymmetric state is inserted into a

6-body SchrSdinger equation which simplifies, after the separation of cm.

motion, to

V , - V2,, - ,
*,, - v\) Hf CU)

on using the ncmalized internal co-ordinates

* A ™ Jt_ " " Jtrt j t*J JL "1

V£ y1 = Xg - x , V6 y" = -21^

l/^t = v + v + v _ v - v

+

and

r ,a + x -2 + r - 2 + S2 .

We look for a solution of the form:
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where i|), x> <t>» o represent, respectively, the orbital (internal^spin, isospin

IT)
and. colour wave functions with the symmetries indicated by the superscripts

for each of two 3q clusters (indicated by subscripts), and U(s) represents the

relative wave function between these clusters. 6 is a signature factor and

the sun; is over the ten different allowed permutations with index L_ fixed.

Though these cluster techniques are familiar in nuclear physics , we now

have an extra (colour) degree of freedom and must also have antisymmetry for

both i —t q and 3q. «—> 3q exchanges. This last requirement is fortunately

satisfied by the need for the spin-isospin vave functions in (5) to give

rise to either a J = 1, T - 0 or_ a J = O , T ~ 1 state (which ia of course

degenerate in this representation). On insertion in [k), the function U(s),

in i ts lowest state, has the structure of a first radial excitation, in this

cluster representation, which corresponds in the usual shell model language

to a (is) (lp) configuration. Explicitly, the entire spatial structure

in each term of (5) is now of the form:

il) = exp
space *

(6)

(The quantity CL is V? times the corresponding quantity cc for a 3q

system.
/

We omit the further details of evaluation of the e.m. form factor

of the deuteron using the technique of single-quark transition operators,

except for drawing attention to a relativiaation prescription mentioned

in the foregoing, which effectively amounts to the replacement

p p Q ^-i rt p

Q —» Q = (j (l + n) in the H.R. form factor, where iy= Q AM%-an&
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multiplying the resultant matrix element by Cl+n) in the deuteron case

(n = 6) . As explained In Ref.lQ this prescription agrees tilth a recent

parameterization due to Brodaky and Chertok , provided one considers hyr

as a sort of effective(mass) varying as n_ (.= 6) and makes.the identification

This finally leads to the ) function of Eef. 1

A(Q2) (7)

o 2
with 6 as the only parameter which is effectively fixed at 8 «f 0.23

12)through the Brodsky-Chertok analysis

Similarly, by closely following the infinite momentum frame method

13)of LOPE for a 3q system, we derive the structure function vWg for a

6q system in the scaling limit in terms of the Feynman variable x (in

GeV units) as:

(8)

where 5Z » l-6x and = 1 +
Ik

2025
SJ 1. In deriving this expression,

the <iq sea and gluon contributions have been neglected and the normalization

is attuned to the momentum distribution (and not the charge distribution)

of the quark partons. The details of calculation which are straightforward

are omitted for brevity. The corresponding structure function of the proton

under the valence quark assumption (and here the normalization for charge

13)
versus momentum distribution does not matter!) is given by :

= -2- x exp[-(l-3x)2] . (9)

For comparison with the data on elast ic e-d scattering, we find i t

convenient to plot the rat io of our A(Q ) function to the corresponding

experimental quantity. For the l a t t e r we adopt a parametrization 0.33Q e
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-8.2Q

1+) 5)
proposed by West as an accurate fit to the latest data . Fig.l shows

that the plot of this ratio R(Q2) against Q2 (in GeV units) approaches

2 2
unity for Q i- 3. (The value of $ used for this fit is 0.19, which is

only slightly lower than the Brodsky-Chertok value of 0.23.) The disagreement

2
for smaller Q values may conceivably be traced to the oversimplified

assumption of an effectively SU(l8) symmetric potential, Eq.(3). whose breaking

2
should be felt much more at smaller Q values than at higher ones.

For the structure function vW the data are available from both e-d

and u-d scattering. For a closer comparison we have preferred the latter,

which are available in a tabular form. We recognize at the outset that a fair

comparison cannot be expected for small x where the qq sea contributions

are large (and we have not considered these), or for large x where the details

of symmetry-breaking in the potential may be more easily visible in accordance

with known experience from the corresponding proton and neutron functions *

Table I which gives the necessary comparison of Eq.(8) with the data ,

shows that the agreement is quite satisfactory in the moderate x region.

Indeed, the agreement should be viewed in the context that,unlike the A(Q )

case, there is now no free -parameter involved, and even the normalization

leaves no scope for adjustment, (in contrast, the simple proton function vw|,

given by Eq.(9), has little overlap with the corresponding data. This could

be ascribed to the relatively greater role of the SU(6) breaking effects on

the individual nucleon states than in the deuteron state of T = 0 where such

effects should show a tendency to cancellation.) For a different kind of

comparison, designed to tone down the qq sea effects, we have also included

in the table the ratio of vW to vW^,which appears to exhibit a much better

range of overlap with the data (except for large x where 8U(6) breaking

affects the proton more selectively).
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To conclude, we have found a simple "but physically satisfactory

dyr.ami.cal solution of a 6q problem, incorporating Fermi statistics at both, the

quark and nucleon levels, and one corresponding to a (is) (lp) state instead

of a "collapsed" U s) configuration. This wave function gives a parameter-free

fit to vWp, albeit in a limited x region and a good fit to elastic e-d

2
scattering with an effective mass parameter 6 . The h.o. oscillator

potential is chosen for simplicity but its spring constant is the same as

2 7)provides the baryonic VT spectrum . (For the present purposes it is merely

an effective description of the q-q. interaction though it may well have a deeper

21)
theoretical basis .) It would be presumptuous to suppose that an SU(l8)

invariant potential should provide a detailed fit to the data, but it is

remarkable that it gives as much as it does,almost without parameters.

Presumably such a high degree of symmetry should be broken in order to obtain a

more realistic fit. For example, it is more reasonable to suppose the inter-

action to be proportional to the operator P and perhaps also to P , so

as to break the h.o. symmetry . These and other details,which undoubtedly

need further investigation, should be of sufficient physical interest for a

realistic 6q approach to the deuteron in viev of the encouraging roBults afforded

by this extremely simple but exact model.

k 2
While the (is) {lp) deuteron used in this calculation is still the

correct one on physical grounds, the claim that th« SU(l8) invariant potential

(3) prevents the occurrence of a (is) state is incorrect. Apparently a

more coutplicated SU(l8)-breaking, colour-dependent potential is needed for the

purpose. However, i t turns out that the use of a ( is) configuration instead

of the (is) (lp) employed in the calculation changes the calculated values

by less than 1% in the kinematieal regions considered, thus keeping practically

unchanged the numerical predictions of the paper on both the structure function

and the form factor.
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Fig.l

Ratio R(Q ) of the theoretical to experimental A(Q )

values against Q . The data are taken from Ref. 4 •
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